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“Get Ready for the 

Flood of Fetal Gene 

Screening…The 

spectre of eugenics 

will loom over the 

whole discussion.”  
 

                  Nature, Jan 2011 



  LA fertility clinic 

offers embryo 

screening for hair, 

eye and skin color. 
 

"Others are frightened 

by the criticism but 

we have no problems 

with it." 









 

Goal: To make inheritable 

genetic modification 

“acceptable” to the 

public. 

 

Conclusion: “The question 

is not if, but when and 

how.” 





“We have created a 

society that is so 

technologically 

complex that we must 

now create people 

who are smart enough 

to manage it.” 
 

                 Daniel Koshland 

 
 



"People say it would be 

terrible if we made all girls 

pretty. I think it would be 

great."  

 

“All our social policies are 

based on the fact that 

[Africans'] intelligence is the 

same as ours - whereas all  

   the testing says not really.” 

 

 





“What if we could 

liberate ourselves 

from the tyranny of 

evolution by being 

able to design our 

own offspring?”   
    

Drew Endy,  Stanford University  







 
MIT  Technology Review 

 
 

Scientists are 
developing ways to 

edit the DNA of 
tomorrow’s 

children.  
Should they stop 
before it’s too late?  

 

 
 
 



 

Nature 
 

“serious risks…the 

therapeutic benefits 

are tenuous.” 
 

“a path towards… 

genetic 

enhancement.” 

 

 



A prudent path 

forward for 

genomic 

engineering and 

germline gene 

modification 



Seven reasons 

to say “No” 



• Vast inequality is normal (or in any 

case inevitable) 

• Extreme uses of technology are 

wonderful (or inevitable) 

• Enhancing individuals is more 

exciting than improving society 

• Let the market decide – we don’t 

need public policy 



 

Social justice 

Human rights 

The common good 

A precautionary approach 

Democratic governance 



 

geneticsandsociety.org 

 

  Visit the CGS website and blog  

  Sign up for our newsletter 

  Twitter, Facebook, Google+ 

 

http://www.geneticsandsociety.org/index.php
http://www.biopoliticaltimes.org/article.php?list=class&class=20&qty=4
http://www.biopoliticaltimes.org/article.php?list=class&class=20&qty=4
http://www.geneticsandsociety.org/form.php?modin=53
https://twitter.com/C_G_S
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Center-for-Genetics-and-Society/24544041423
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Center-for-Genetics-and-Society/24544041423
https://plus.google.com/111278364186274600120/posts


  



  



Biologists Call for Halt to  

Gene Editing Technique in Human 
 

“The technique could be used to cure 

genetic diseases, but also to enhance 

qualities like beauty or intelligence. The 

latter is a path that many ethicists believe 

should never be taken.” 


